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ABSTRACT

Drawing on the ‘representation’ TUI framework [21], this
paper reports a study that investigated the concept of
‘representation location’ and its effect on interaction and
learning. A reacTIVision-based tangible interface was
designed and developed to support children learning about
the behaviour of light. Children aged eleven years worked
with the environment in groups of three. Findings suggest
that different representation locations lend themselves to
different levels of abstraction and engender different forms
and levels of activity, particularly with respect to speed of
dynamics and differences in group awareness. Furthermore,
the studies illustrated interaction effects according to
different physical correspondence metaphors used,
particularly with respect to combining familiar physical
objects with digital–based table-top representation. The
implications of these findings for learning are discussed.
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relationships and action-representation relationships, which
form the basis for exploring the learning implications of
different design choices. The framework has four primary
parameters: The location parameter refers to the different
spatial locations of digital representations in relation to the
object or action triggering the effect; (ii) dynamics is
concerned with the flow of information during interaction,
including how information is linked between action,
intention and feedback; (iii) correspondence refers to the
metaphors involved in the nature of representations of
artefacts and actions placed upon them. The modality of
representation impacts on different aspects of the whole
interaction and can be considered in parallel to all other
categories [22].
The study and findings presented in this paper centre
around particular aspects of two parameters: location and
correspondence. The instances discussed in this paper are
highlighted in thick black edges in Figure 1, which depicts
the complete framework.

INTRODUCTION

Recent reviews and literature searches on the value of
tangibles for learning have shown a paucity of research that
specifies the relationship between tangible interaction and
learning benefits [14; 16; 21]. A research framework has
recently been developed for investigating the specific
benefits and disadvantages of the various design parameters
of tangible environments in the context of learning [22].
This framework places emphasis on the central role of
external representation (both digital and physical) in
tangible learning environments, and is structured around
the different physical-digital representation relationships
that occur in tangible environments. A focus on
representation offers the means to better understand the role
of tangibles for learning, specifically as learners are
required to make meaningful mappings between both
artefacts and action.
The framework includes both artefact-representation
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Figure 1. The representation framework, with instances of the
location and correspondence parameters highlighted.
Location

The location parameter identifies the different possible
locations of digital representations in relation to the object
behaving as input device, or the action performed upon it,
in physical space. Three categories are identified:
•

Discrete: refers to a representation, which is located
separately from the input device (or tangible object). For
example, in Smartstep [26], the result of children’s
physical action (jumping) on a sensitive mat is shown on

a computer screen, which mirrors the mat and augments it
with relevant digital information.
•

•

Co-located: occurs when input and output are
contiguous, and the digital effect is directly adjacent to
the artefact or action. For example, in the Illuminating
Light system [29], users move physical representations of
optical elements on a tabletop, and the system projects on
the same surface the correspondent propagation of laser
light.
Embedded: is when the digital effect occurs within the
object e.g. an object lights up, changes colour or vibrates.
For example, the Flowblocks [30] are concrete blocks that
send light signals through when connected together.

As learners are required to make meaningful links between
objects, action and effects, these location couplings may
affect various aspects of cognition, for example,
explicitness of artefact-representation links and subsequent
attention demands may differ between discrete and colocated coupling.
Correspondence

The correspondence parameter identifies the different
meaning (metaphorical) mappings that occur between
object or action and representation. Mappings might relate
to the physical properties of the object, the representational
mappings or action mappings. Price et al [22] suggest that
“investigating how these mappings facilitate understanding
of scientific concepts, or engender effective learning
strategies (e.g. cognitive conflict, reflection, exploration) is
essential for understanding how such correspondences can
best support learning” [p.360]. Physical correspondence
refers to the degree to which the physical properties of the
objects are mapped to the learning concepts, the emphasis
being on the degree of correspondence to the metaphor of
the learning domain, and how this constrains or influences
inferences and conceptual understanding. There are two
categories within the physical correspondence parameter:
•

Symbolic: which defines objects that act as common
signifiers, and which may have little or no characteristics
of the entity it represents.

•

Literal: which defines objects whose physical
properties closely map onto the metaphor of the domain it
is representing.

The research reported here focuses on (i) the location
parameter, in particular exploring the differential costs and
benefits of discrete and co-located representations; and (ii)
the correspondence parameter, in particular the concepts of
physical correspondence. This study explores their impact
on interaction in tangible learning environments.
BACKGROUND

A number of frameworks and taxonomies for
conceptualising tangible user interfaces provide different
ways of classifying tangible interfaces to describe, compare
or analyse the different systems. Some focus on the
technical aspects of the system [e.g. 28], others provide
descriptive analyses [2], while yet others have begun to

outline interactive features of tangible environments that
provide a basis for analysing interactions and their effects
[6; 10]. However, few frameworks attempt to define
tangible interfaces from the perspective of learning.
Research has extensively demonstrated the important role
of external representations in mediating cognition.
Although, this is largely based on visual representation
research [e.g. 24; 12; 1; 20], it has also been demonstrated
with other modalities, such as audio [e.g. 4]. Much of this
work focuses on the particular design of the external
representations themselves, and the cognitive interaction
that they engender. However, with tangible environments
the cognitive relationship with external representations
becomes increasingly complex, as it not only depends on
representation design, but also the links between the
physical world or artefacts and related representations.
One factor for tangible environments and interactive
displays concerns the location of input and output in terms
of representation effect on interaction. Different physical
orientation of displays (vertical versus horizontal) has been
shown to have an impact on collaborative group working
[23]. Horizontal surfaces were found to promote more fluid
collaborative interaction through close coupling of physical
and digital information and increased affordance for role
swapping, than the vertical surface. However, this
comparison used mouse-based interaction where control of
the environment was constrained, and sharing or switching
control was awkward. In the tangible environment
presented here input occurred through several networked
objects, which can be used simultaneously by all users,
precluding the need to ‘share’ or ‘pass on’ control. The
same objects were used in both the co-located (horizontal
display) and discrete (vertical display) conditions.
A further study exploring different representational location
designs in a tangible application [17] showed that users
preferred information displayed on the sensing surface
(horizontal) rather than on a separate screen (vertical), as
this meant that they did not have to divide their attention
between the input (sensing surface) and the output (separate
screen display). This study seeks to go beyond user
preference to understand the interactive and cognitive
effect of the different designs.
Another area of related research explores the effect of
different input and output on awareness levels of users in
table-top environments [15; 18]. Pinelle et al. [18] showed
that direct touch generated higher levels of awareness of
others location or activity, but that virtual embodiments
through relative input were easier to track the people’s
movement through touch. Although a different approach,
some features of direct touch and virtual embodiment
through relative input techniques (such as the mouse), can
be related to concepts of co-located and discrete
representations respectively, particularly with respect to
awareness levels.
A second factor concerns the mappings that are required
between artefact or action and digital effect. Tangible

environments can rely on direct mappings between physical
action and representations on computer screens [e.g. 25;
26], which enable concrete experience with abstract
concepts. Despite the common belief that abstract concepts
are more easily grasped through experience with concrete
representations, connections between physical objects and
underlying abstract concepts are not always transparent to
students. Furthermore, concrete representations may limit
students’ comprehension to a specific context, and prevent
access to the general nature of the abstract concept [5].

presented in Figure 2) and / or projected onto a separate
vertical display such as a wall (according to the discrete
approach presented in Figure 3). In the discrete approach,
digital representations of the physical objects are shown on
screen as well as their corresponding digital effects. The
embedded approach was not explored in this particular
iteration of the tabletop environment.

THE TANGIBLE ENVIRONMENT
Table-top design

A purpose built tangible environment was developed to
support students learning about the behaviour of light.
Specific concepts explored include reflection, transmission,
absorption and refraction of light, and derived concepts of
colour. The tabletop environment (Figure 2) was custom
made and draws from the design of the reacTable, which
employs reacTIVision technology for object recognition [8;
9]. Interaction was enabled using a variety of custom-made
artefacts tagged with fiducial icons. Applications are
developed using the Processing language. Multiple objects
can be recognized simultaneously thus enabling several
participants to interact with the tabletop together. Users
interacted with the application using a set of different
coloured acrylic blocks and a torch, which were tagged
with fiducial markers. Interaction consisted of placing and
moving the tagged blocks and torch on the table surface.

Figure 2. The tabletop environment in co-located mode
running an application on the Physics of light

Visual effects, projected on the table surface showing light
reflection, absorption, transmission and refraction, were
triggered when users manipulated the torch and the blocks
on the table surface. All of the objects simulated real-world
behaviours, i.e., the torch shone light and the blocks
reflected, absorbed and / or transmitted light according to
their colour and opaqueness. For instance, according to the
Physics of light a block looks green because it reflects
green light. In our application pointing the torch at a green
block caused a green beam to be reflected off the block
(Figure 2).
The blocks and torch must be on the table surface for the
system to recognize them as interaction elements, and for
the corresponding digital effects to be displayed. The
digital effects can appear either on the table surface,
adjacent to the objects (following the co-located approach

Figure 3. Tabletop running in the discrete mode
Representation design

During design and development of the discrete versus colocated versus embedded representation, it became
apparent that each location of representation lends itself to
different kinds of representation, that can be described in
terms of levels of abstraction. For example, an embedded
representation lends itself to refer to something going on
inside the object, as in the case of Flowblocks [30]. In the
case of the ‘light’ concept, representations embedded in the
object itself would have to show something related to
‘inside’ the object, such as the light waves being absorbed,
or transmitted. When designing the discrete and co-located
representations it became evident that some concepts can
more clearly be illustrated on the discrete that the colocated. For example, showing the way the light beam
refracts when transmitted through an object is problematic
on the co-located system, as the object itself is ‘covering’
the surface where the digital image is displayed. Whereas
on the discrete representation, the object is located on the
table surface and the digital representation, displayed on a
separate screen, can easily show the pathway of a beam as
it travels through the object (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Refraction inside objects shown on screen

These design findings suggest that by combining different
representation locations in one system offers opportunities
for illustrating phenomena at different levels of abstraction.

This is compelling particularly within science where
complex phenomena often need to be understood at
different levels of abstraction.

locations and emergent findings related to concepts of
correspondence.

STUDY

All of the children found the environment easy to use and
found interaction with the objects and table unproblematic.
Overall, every student liked the environment. Although
they found this hard to articulate, their perception of
enjoyment was directly related to their perceived level of
activity, stating for example, “because you’re actually
doing it”; or “you would remember what you’ve been
doing because it was fun”.

An initial study was undertaken to evaluate the tangible
environment in terms of usability, engagement,
collaboration, and conceptual inferences arising from the
interaction and locations and metaphorical mappings [22].
In this paper, we focus on the findings relating to two
aspects of the representation-based framework [22];
location and physical correspondence and their influence
on interaction and meaning-making.
Study design

The study involved 21 children aged 11 years (11 female
and 10 male), from two schools in the outskirts of London
(UK). Children worked with the tangible system in groups
of three, consisting of a mixture of girls and boys, making
seven groups of children. A reverse order repeated
measures design was used, with three groups assigned to
co-located followed by discrete; and 4 groups assigned to
discrete followed by co-located. This design enabled
children’s comparative assessment as well as the
researchers. The study was explicitly designed to
investigate the two locations mentioned, while the aspects
regarding correspondence were implicit in the choice of the
interaction objects and design of the application (i.e. using
a real torch and blocks that behaved as in the real world).
The effect of these choices regarding the correspondence
parameter was observed and analysed throughout the
interaction with the two locations.
Study procedure

As the aim of the study was to investigate the effect of
tangible interaction on children’s reflection and meaningmaking, rather than learning outcomes, no pre-tests on
content were administered, but informal conversations with
each group elicited their ideas about light behaviour and
introduced the context of the activity. Some children were
aware of basic ‘light’ concepts such as light traveling in
straight lines, shadows, and opaque and transparent objects.
Each session lasted 35-45 minutes. Children were asked to
freely explore the interface (by moving the objects on the
tabletop) to find out about light behaviour. During the
interaction, the facilitator prompted the group with general
questions like “what’s happening here?” and “why do you
think this is happening?” to guide students through the
exploration of the concepts towards making inferences and
drawing conclusions. All sessions were video-recorded.
After engaging with the tangible system children were
interviewed in their groups to obtain information on their
understanding of key concepts of light behaviour, feedback
on representation location and the system as a whole, and
their general experience.
Collected data (video-recordings and post experience
interviews) were qualitatively analysed, focusing on the
emerging aspects that related to the impact of the two

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Although the role of the tangible environment in supporting
learning processes and in situ engagement with learning
concepts is discussed in detail elsewhere [19], evidence
from their interaction, and explanations with demonstration
to their teachers after the activity suggest that children were
grasping the concepts. For example, the majority of the
groups commented on and questioned the fact that
reflection from ‘rough’ objects did not generate subsequent
reflection from other objects of the same colour, claiming
that it should. They were in fact correct, as this instance of
software implementation was incomplete.
Location

This study was primarily concerned with comparing the
two location conditions. Thus consistency of representation
across conditions was maintained where possible, rather
than introducing the levels of abstraction discussed earlier.
Thus, the primary illustrative difference between the two
locations was the explicit representation of the change in
beam direction during transmission in the discrete
condition. However, children in the study did not easily
notice this change in beam direction and continued to infer
that the beam was ‘going straight through, still’. After
some persistence the facilitator got some pupils to notice
refraction on the wall, but in spite of this, the postinterviews showed that children were not aware of the
beam refraction when transmitted through an object. This
may be due to a number of reasons. First of all, refraction
does not occur when the incident beam hits the surface at a
right angle, therefore light could indeed go straight through,
without bending, depending on the orientation of the object
involved. Second, due to technical limitations, the projected
image was not very large and could become confusing
when many objects were represented. In this case, pupils
would not easily link each individual object to its virtual
counterpart (especially when identical blocks were shown
and position was the only variable to tell one from the
other) and aspects related to one specific object could go
unnoticed. Furthermore, children did not easily see digital
representations as the objects’ virtual embodiment: when
prompted about was going on ‘inside’ the objects, pupils
commonly came closer to look through the concrete block
itself, rather than using the projected images of the objects.
Preference

Children expressed mixed opinions between the discrete
and co-located arrangements, although the vast majority

preferred the co-located. This is coherent with previous
research that shows adult students preferences for output on
a sensing surface rather than vertical display [17].
When discussing the difference between the two, one group
claimed that they found the discrete mode confusing.
Another group liked the table best “because you can learn
what you are doing”, and “you don’t really have to ask any
questions because you find out the questions about what
you are doing yourself”. One child equated the screen with
an interactive whiteboard and claimed the table was easier
because you could touch it and work with it. It could be
argued, though, that strictly speaking those reasons do not
relate solely to one location – as in the discrete mode
objects are also manipulated and you can ‘do it yourself’,
only the coupled effects are shown elsewhere. The colocated approach may, however, convey more the
impression of concrete and active interaction.
Another claim made was that “you can see properly what’s
going on, you can see what you’re doing and you don’t
have to keep looking up there”. During the post interviews,
one child began to explain why the screen was better, but
ended up giving a reason why it was not! i.e. “you have to
keep looking up and down all the time”. One possible
explanation might be that following interaction with mouse
and keyboard it is fairly intuitive to look at the screen while
your hands are doing something else, so children assume
that this is more ‘normal’, but discover through articulation
that in fact the table-top display removes this problem and
feedback is more directly viewed.
One group, however, displayed a lot of excited
exclamations with the screen display, and was actively
engaged in moving around the blocks and the torch to
create different light effects. This group expressed
preference for using the discrete design, and one girl
claimed that it was easier to find out what colours the
blocks were on the screen. This may have been because the
physical object colour was sometimes harder to distinguish
in the darkened room, whereas the visual screen
representation of the block was akin in clarity to the
reflected light beams on the table.
In interview one child stated that moving objects with the
display on screen (i.e. discrete) was a slower process, and
therefore gave more time to think about what was
happening. This is interesting particularly in relation to
analysis of levels and type of activity (next section).
Activity

From the analysis particular aspects of interaction and
levels of activity were found to differ between the colocated and discrete modes. In the discrete version,
interaction with the system did not solely depend on the
torch (as in the co-located), because each block on the table
had a corresponding visual representation on the screen
display. Although light behaviour effects only happened
with the torch, this feature of the discrete mode meant that
each child could play on their own with the blocks and their
representations. For example, one boy did not get involved

in the discussions, but played on his own, building several
arrangements with blocks on the table and observing the
virtual patterns made on the wall. This would not be of
interest in the co-located mode, as building arrangements in
this mode does not involve the digital visual effects, as the
block is representing itself.
In contrast the co-located version required the torch (or
light source) in order to elicit digital effects with the
blocks. As there were several blocks but only one light
source, there were often sequences of rapid changes e.g.
different coloured block reflecting different coloured beams
as each child experimented with a different block.
Although this meant that each one interrupted another’s
arrangement, it also provoked children to question what
was happening. For instance, as one girl placed a block on
a coloured beam, reasonably expecting to see it either
‘blocked’ or reflected, another child moved the torch,
completely changing the whole arrangement and bringing
great surprise to the girl, who at first thought her action had
caused the changes. This simultaneous interaction exposed
the pupils to more exemplary instances of light behaviour.
In general, this rapid dynamic interaction resulted in a
‘buzzing’ activity level with the co-located representation,
with all children in the group interacting with objects
straight away. This was also obvious when moving from
the discrete to the co-located, as there was a clear contrast
between their engagement, and the immediate effect of the
co-located version. Children tended to suddenly start
moving lots of the objects to elicit effects, together with
increased verbal exclamation and expression. One child
exclaimed “ahh you can see” – this emphasis suggesting
that the illustration of concepts is clearer with the adjacent
representation. In contrast when moving from co-located to
discrete, one girl exclaimed “wow, that’s hard, looking up
there and moving it!”
With the discrete version children tended to be quieter,
engaging in less verbal and movement-based interaction. In
addition their actions, or the changes made by moving the
objects, were slower and less frequent. For example, during
initial exploration one group of girls slowly and silently put
all objects together in front of the torch. They were very
quiet and cautious of interfering with each other’s actions.
Other groups, although moving objects on the table, also
exhibited silent interaction.
Two key implications for interaction and learning arise
from these differences: one relates to concepts of awareness
of others’ interaction in co-located environments (where
users are physically together); the other relates to questions
around the dynamic speed of seeing changes with colocated representations versus slower interaction and
reflection with discrete representations.
Concepts of awareness: In the co-located approach, users
easily perceive other’s body movements, which makes
them (naturally) aware of who is doing what and where
[18]. Bodily clues allow users to anticipate other’s actions
and leads to better implicit coordination of interaction,

where verbal communication many times is unnecessary
[8]. As for the discrete approach, as attention is directed to
a separate screen, information about peers’ actions is
encoded in their ‘virtual embodiment’ [18] – which would
be, in the case of this study, the object that the user is
manipulating. However, users freely grab, drag and drop
different objects, i.e. constantly change their virtual
embodiment. Awareness of other’s actions becomes a hard
task in this context, and impedes interpretation of
‘interference’ events. In the co-located mode, interference
in peers’ actions and dispute of resources happened more
often. The higher level of awareness and visibility within
the group provided children with the possibility of
explicitly preventing peers from performing actions that
would clearly interfere in their own arrangements by taking
objects from other’s hands, but also supported them in
working together towards a common goal. Furthermore, it
offered clearer opportunities for linking actions of others to
interference events, facilitating interpretation of effects. It
is important to note that ‘interference’ need not be negative,
but can serve as a productive form of collaboration.
Speed of changes: Several children simultaneously moving
different objects creating different coloured reflections,
often interrupted another’s arrangement. Although this may
be eased by introducing more light sources, any movement
of torches would also result in multiple effects. The rapidity
of the dynamic changes and the issue of linking multiple
changes to one’s own or anothers’ action, may make it
harder for students to think about the concept, due to the
transient nature of the representations, and the frequent lack
of a permanent or even semi-permanent ‘residual’ of one
action or arrangement. Thus, in the co-located version the
dynamic nature of the environment made it difficult for
children to pursue different thoughts or ideas at the same
time. Indeed, observation of one group of quiet girls, who
moved few objects at a time, showed changes in the
environment were made slowly. Thus, arrangements were
often kept static for some time, allowing discussion, and
reflection, to take place. These findings are coherent with
other research on dynamic representations (e.g. animated
diagrams), which suggest the transient nature of explicit
depiction of dynamics [27], and simultaneous multiple
information representation [13] increases memory load and
processing demands [20].
However, it was apparent from our studies that it was
precisely this dynamic nature of the environment and the
facility to simultaneously explore concepts which
interrupted or changed others arrangements, that promoted
engagement with the activity and engagement with the
concept. The rapid updating and changes in light behaviour
due to movements of objects around the light source
provided more instances and different examples of the
behaviour of light from which children could draw
conclusions. This is a central feature for supporting
exploratory and experiential learning. Furthermore, the
design of the environment makes it is relatively easy to recreate and therefore re-access ideas later, and repetition or

slight variations of ‘light behaviour’ set-ups can easily be
achieved. In the discrete mode, although the dynamic
nature of the environment is essentially the same, the extra
cognitive effort to link action on the table’s surface to onscreen effects slows interaction down. However, that does
not mean children have more opportunity to reflect on the
scientific concepts, as they are struggling with issues on
awareness and motor coordination, leading also to lower
levels of group collaboration.
Physical correspondence
Correspondence and implications for interaction

In terms of physical correspondence there was evidence
that constraints of the interface had effects on interaction.
For example, using the reacTIVision technology requires
all objects to be tagged with fiducials, which need to be
placed directly on the table for the system to function.
Picking up the objects means that they are no longer
recognised by the system. This generates some key design
issues – namely, using the object as you would in 3D space
rather than on a 2D surface. This is particularly noticeable
with the torch, which worked through fiducial tagging
rather than batteries.
All groups began by trying to use the torch in a familiar
way. This involved switching it on, picking it up and
moving it around freely in the air, in 3D space. Typically
this was immediately confusing, with children asking ‘how
do you put it on?’ Half way through the interaction with the
table, one child picked up the torch to shine onto another
object, but the light beam disappeared. In another group,
also half way through interaction, a boy became very
curious once he realized the torch was off: “how is it
working if it’s not even on?”. This raises issues of
expectation of use and mapping real-world objects to
virtual concepts of interaction. A ‘real’ physical torch
suggests use and practices that are appropriate in the real
world, but not necessarily in the tangible world. The choice
of a real torch was consistent with the use of real blocks
that represented themselves – so that there was a consistent
literal physical correspondence underlying the design of the
environment. Although not difficult to use once explained,
the intuitive action (because it is a real torch that is
providing a digital output) to pick it up and move it around
rather than leave it on the table highlight that constraints of
the system do not always map to afforded or familiar
interaction in the real world. This suggests that consistency
of metaphor may not always be an appropriate design
choice, and raises issues of trade-offs between employing a
literal physical correspondence design in order to exploit
familiar interaction and inferences; and the subsequent
interactions that do not map well to the environment.
Literal versus symbolic

A further finding relating to literal versus symbolic
physical
correspondence
emerged.
With
literal
correspondence objects act ‘as themselves’, whereas with
symbolic correspondence objects act as signifiers for or are
representative of something else. In the post activity of our

study students were required to use 3 clear objects that
behaved as coloured ones, to establish whether they could
determine which colour each block represented using the
knowledge they had gained during interaction. However,
several children were unable to transfer from perceiving
objects with a literal correspondence to a symbolic
correspondence, even though it was an independent
activity, and relied on the same modality for testing.
F - I’d like you to tell me which colour you think these
objects are…
P1 - White!
P2 - See-through!
F – But they’re behaving as if they were of some other
colour
So pupils try the objects on the table and one says: “that’s
weird!”
Thus, confusion occurs between reality and artificiality.
Everything shown was artificially created for our purposes,
but children at some point believe it’s actually dependent
on the real properties of the objects (e.g. it’s reflecting
green because the object really is green). So, when clear
objects behaved as coloured ones, it introduced some
confusion, as if the ‘rule’ had inexplicably changed (“how
does it pick up a colour like that??”, “why is it coming out
green??”). Some pupils looked for other ‘physical’
explanations like “maybe the things inside it” referring to
incidental air bubbles within the object. Eventually, the
students could understand that it was the technical aspects
that made a difference, but nevertheless this raises
questions about the design of testing activities within the
‘artificial’ environment.
CONCLUSION

Few frameworks for conceptualising tangible environments
in the context of learning have been developed. Taking into
account the important role of external representations in
mediating cognition [24; 12; 1; 20; 4] and the complexity
of the cognitive relationship with external representations
in tangible environments, a representation-based
framework for analyzing TUIs from the perspective of
learning was developed [21]. Through studies using a
purpose-built tangible environment, two parameters of this
framework were analysed: location (co-located/ discrete)
and physical correspondence (symbolic/ literal).
Collectively the findings suggest a number of implications
for tangible environments for learning. Design findings,
that different location of representation (discrete, colocated and embedded) lends itself to representing concepts
at different of levels of abstraction. This is useful for
considering design ideas particularly within scientific
concepts, where understanding phenomena at different
levels of abstraction is important. Findings that indicate
interaction differences in the two location modes have
some key implications for learning. Observed differences in
group awareness suggest the value of explicit awareness of
others action (in the co-located mode) in facilitating
exploration, collaborative construction, and interpretation.

In addition, the rapid dynamic nature of the co-located
approach was valuable in promoting increased access to
exemplary instances of phenomena enhancing explorative
activity. On the other hand slower interaction in the discrete
mode allowed more ‘time’ for thinking. This raises
questions about the value and realization of different forms
of reflection – reflection in action and reflection on action –
for learning with co-located shared interfaces. This
highlights the need to specifically design learning activities
that slow down interaction and promote opportunities for
reflection to occur during ‘calm’ periods at various points
in the learning task.
In terms of physical correspondence, issues were raised
around mappings of real-world objects to virtual, artificial
environments, in which the object behaves as itself.
Although the torch was actually representing a torch, it
could not be turned on or used in the 3D space in the same
way as in the real world. Thus, the system constraints on
objects or actions do not necessarily map to familiar
interaction in the real world. Furthermore, swapping
between literal and symbolic mappings with the same kind
of objects proved to be problematic, as children
internalized couplings between physical properties of the
objects and their behaviour in the digital world, and did not
easily understand changes in those metaphors. This
highlights issues around design of tangible interfaces and
the potential impact on learning of mixed metaphors or
requirements to shift from one metaphor to another.
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